
WHO IS JAMEY ROOTES
Jamey  Rootes has been one of Houston's leading executives for
more than two decades. He currently serves as President of the
Houston Texans and President of Lone Star Sports &
Entertainment (LSSE). A member of Sports Business Journal’s
distinguished “Forty Under 40” list, Rootes has led his team to
earn many distinctions, including numerous “Crystal Awards”
and recently two American Business Awards for marketing
excellence. He maintains an active role in the community as a
member of the Board of Directors of the Greater Houston
Partnership and the United Way of Greater Houston, both of
which he has served as Chairman. Rootes has given his time to
help raise millions of dollars to support the most vulnerable
individuals and families in the community. His leadership style
inspires, encourages and develops business professionals within
their profession and in life. 

JAMEY ROOTES
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Lead Up - Trust
Leading up well is how you build trust with whomever holds the top

spot above you. Over time, leading up will allow you greater

latitude and autonomy and it shields your direct reports from

distractions. 

Lead Down - Clarity
Comprehensive clarity regarding your expectations enables what is

known as "flow." A clear and decisive plan that is well executed

will maximize the consistency of success. 

Lead Out - Respect
You must get out! The goal is to be respected. How others outside of

your organization perceive you will dramatically influence their

beliefs about the organization you represent.

Lead Across - Collaboration
Build a reputation as an effective collaborator and a great

teammate across all areas of your organization. You can

constantly build valuable allies by being a teammate that others

can always count on for support and encouragement.

4D Leadership



"Jamey Rootes has been a high impact leader for the Houston Texans and the
Houston community since the inception of our franchise two decades ago. Over
this period, he has earned the respect and trust of our family and our Limited
Partners as he has consistently delivered outstanding business results despite
the natural ups and downs of the hyper-competitive National Football League.
Jamey is passionate about football and athletic competition, but he leads using
home-grown business best practices that are relevant for any leader and would
deliver exceptional results in any environment."

THE WINNING GAME PLAN

www.JameyRootes.com

-Cal McNair



Houston’s Most 
Innovative Companies. 

-Houston Business Journal 



A playbook for handling adversity 

The 3 essential questions of 

The magic of creating raving fans

Change management keys to victory

How to outperform the competition

How to make an I.M.P.A.C.T.
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THE WINNING GAME PLAN

Every new leadership opportunity you face is a
chance to grow as a leader and as a human
being. In The Winning Game Plan: A Proven
Leadership Playbook for Continuous Business
Success, Jamey Rootes, President of the Houston
Texans, outlines a world-class approach to
leading a business, any business, to exceptional
and sustained success. These are the same
principles he and his team have implemented
for more than twenty years. Follow the
guidelines in this playbook and you’ll have a
reliable set of resources to meet each challenge
head on.

NRG Stadium, Two NRG Park, Houston, TX 77054
Jamey.Rootes@HoustonTexans.com 

www.JameyRootes.com

A Proven Leadership Playbook for Continuous Business Success

About the Book


